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one of the main advantages of mailing tools is that you can send out a single email message that contains many different documents attached to it at the same time without requiring the recipients to download any of the attachments. these are all named hyperlinks that can
be clicked by the recipients to download the individual items and save them to their system. and then there's spam. spam is exactly what it says, a misspelled, badly written and poorly thought out attempt at sending mass emails advertising scams, without having a care or

interest in the recipient, who is merely a cog in the spam wheel to turn more profit for the spammer. while mail delivery can be a hard problem to solve, the bounce and delivery messages are extremely helpful in helping to resolve the problems. many of the bounce
messages are not helping with the delivery because there is something that is preventing the mail from getting delivered. there is one situation where these bounce messages can be useful. we have a large number of returns from gmail accounts that are sent as our emails.
unfortunately, because there is no metadata showing when and where they were sent, we cannot determine if it was sent before, during or after the time that the bounce occurred, and there is nothing to tell us which emails would have been delivered if they did not receive
the bounce message. one mail system can handle bounces and delivery messages in different ways and there can be an impact to performance if they are not communicated between the systems correctly. you may think that an individual recipient who has a pretty lousy

internet connection would be hard to reach. in reality, it's usually the receipt that has the slow internet, not the sender. in other words, after performing an email bulk sending test, i was able to get the same error on all recipients, regardless of their connection speed.
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as an email sender, youve always been told that its important to follow email best practices in order to get the
best results from your email program. one of these best practices is to ensure that youre properly

authenticating your email messages. but the three pillars of email authentication, or spf, dkim, and dmarc, can
be hard to understand (especially when there are already so many email acronyms!). lets look into these
components of email authentication and why theyre so important. the marketing email preview feature in

analytics is used to show you what your mailings will look like when they reach your recipients. the preview
feature includes a preview of the email based on the current data in your account and the preview will

automatically update with the data from your account as you process the mailing. the preview feature is
disabled for mailings that contain multiple recipients. note: the preview feature is not available for single-
recipient mailings that are part of an email marketing campaign. for those mailings, the preview feature is

available on the mailing review page, which shows the results of the entire campaign as a whole. analytics can
assist you in understanding which languages your customers use to read your emails and what language your

messages are being written in. the analytics system can show you what languages you should consider for
your next campaign. to view the language support available in your account, visit the language support

section. when you send a bulk email, the settings page in your analytics account lets you specify the email
address you want to send the email to. when you include an email address, analytics will send an email to the

address for you. 5ec8ef588b
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